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“Hard to define, easy to enjoy -- The Mondegreens pull from 
a variety of inspirations and sources to craft an indie-pop         

sound that is heavy on melody with oh-so-sweet harmonies.”
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David Friedlander

david.friedlander.1991@gmail.com 
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BIOGRAPHY

 The Mondegreens is a group of five Seattle-based musicians, carving out a niche in the city's prolific indie rock 
scene. Since relocating from their sleepy Northern California hometown of Chico, CA, they have done nothing but grow. 
Whether or not the PNW city is what infused their California folk/rock sound with rain-streaked grit, their impending 2019 
sophomore LP represents a departure from their earlier work. It still contains the ever present three-part harmonies and wide 
dynamic swings that defined their early years, but also explores how diverse changes in meter and key can meet pop 
sensibility.
 Drawing on over a decade of singing together, the band's frontmen, Russell Rabut (guitar) and David Friedlander 
(bass) formed the band in the throes of a 2013 Christmas party, adding Scott Jenkins (drums) in preparation for 2015's 
SXSW. Since the relocation, the lineup has expanded to include accompanists, Joe Davis (lead guitar) and Noah Kapioski, 
both of whom draw on classical backgrounds.
 2018 brought a national tour, appearances at festivals across the west coast, including Summer Meltdown and 
Fremont Solstice, and headlining slots at Seattle's mid-level clubs. But with an album in store, and many more dates across 
the country, 2019 looks quite bright. 

www.themondegreensmusic.com
https://www.facebook.com/themondegreensmusic/
https://www.instagram.com/themondegreens/
https://themondegreens.bandcamp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjc5xeUicBU
https://vimeo.com/162929884
http://themondegreens.weebly.com/uploads/6/5/4/2/6542872/themondegreens-62.jpg
http://themondegreens.weebly.com/uploads/6/5/4/2/6542872/13320367_1169535236412357_8903455927632332837_o.jpg
mailto: david.friedlander.1991@gmail.com
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PRESS QUOTES
"Something about the heaviness of the guitars and combined with a bit of pop sensibility really fits with my musical 
tastes. Their harmonies were reminiscent of the Fleet Foxes, but they also imbued their music with a tad of Weezer 
angst and Grizzly Bear lo-fi..."
- Ryan Mandell, Santa Barbara Independent
"...The Mondegreens have an inimitable sound all their own...rooted in classic rock, with a modern indie twist...If
you've ever seen these guys play live, it would seem that they were natural born performers."
- Alyssa Worley, Upgraded Living
"They have a soulful sound that mixes in some psychedelic influence. The result is a beautiful collection of buttery
smooth tracks that are perfect for cool summer nights on the beach."

- Marissa Abruzzini, Tourworthy

RECENT SHOWS
e e er 8 - Chico Women's Club - Chico, CA - Annual Mondegreens Holiday Show 

September 8 - Tractor Tavern - Seattle  WA w/ The Stone Foxes
August 8 - Summer Meltdown - Darrington, WA

st 8 - Barboza - ortla  R w/ Balto
August 2018 - Soda Bar - San Diego, CA
July 2018 - Rockwood Music Hall - New York, NY
July 2018 - Hi Ho Lounge - New Orleans, LA
July 2017 - Doug Fir Lounge - Portland, OR
June 2017 - Sunset Tavern - Seattle, WA w/ The Donkeys

pril 201  - l ey heater - Chi o, C   rothers Comatose
ar h 201  - S SW - stin,  - o en St  and o rdo gh s o nto n Sho ases 

e r ary 201  - Paradise Performing rts Center - Paradise, C   Wynonna dd 
 g st 2014 - he Par  o se - en er, C   iet ife and r  ife

g st 2014 - illing Station - o eman,   ll ogs
ly 2014 - California Worldfest 14 - rass alley, C
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DISCOGRAPHY

KID TELL TIME (2015) A PASSING PHRASE (2016)

https://themondegreens.bandcamp.com/album/kid-tell-time
https://themondegreens.bandcamp.com/album/kid-tell-time
https://themondegreens.bandcamp.com/album/a-passing-phrase
https://themondegreens.bandcamp.com/album/a-passing-phrase
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